
TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

UNDERTAKING TO THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND
CONSUMER COMMISSION GIVEN FOR

THE PURPOSES OF SECTION 87B

BY

CARELINE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
ACN. 089 177 480

Person giving the Undertaking

This Undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) by Careline
Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 089 177 480) (Careline) of 54 Darnley Street, Gordon in the State of New South
Wales, under section 87B of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act).

Background

(1) Careline is a company incorporated in New South Wales that supplies complementary medicine products to
retail outlets throughout Australia and overseas.

(2) Following receipt of a complaint, the ACCC investigated the labelling of a number of products packaged and
distributed by Careline. The packaging of these products all contained one or more of the following
representations:

(i) the text "Made in Australia";

(ii) a logo depicting a gold kangaroo superimposed over a green triangular shape with the text
"Australian Made" written underneath; and / or

(iii) the above logo embossed into a gold coloured bottle top.

(3)	 Information received during the investigation indicated that a number of the products were imported in tablet or
capsule form from a laboratory in New Zealand.

(4) The ACCC considers that if complementary medicines products are imported into Australia in tablet or capsule
form, it is unlikely that representations to the effect that those products are 'made in Australia' can lawfully be
made. It is the ACCC's view that such products are not likely to meet the defence test for country of origin
claims set out in s.65AB as the products have not been fundamentally changed in their form, appearance or
nature and the cost of product or manufacture incurred outside of Australia is likely to exceed 50 percent of the
total cost of production.

(5) In response to a request for information from the ACCC in August 2006, Careline acknowledged that between
January 2003 and August 2006:

(i) one batch of its Squalene 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 200 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha Laboratories (NZ) Ltd (Alpha);

(ii) one batch of its Squalene 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 365 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha;

(iii) one batch of its Propolis 500mg (packaged into bottles containing 90 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha;

(iv) one batch of its Royal Jelly 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 180 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha;

(v) one batch of its Royal Jelly 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 365 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha;

(vi) one batch of its Omega-3 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 180 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha; and
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(vii) one batch of its Omega-3 1000mg (packaged into bottles containing 365 capsules) was
manufactured by Alpha.

(6) Careline acknowledged that these products were labelled 'Made in Australia' notwithstanding the products were
manufactured in New Zealand. Careline further acknowledged that more than 50 percent of the manufacturing
and production costs relating to these products were incurred outside Australia.

(7) Careline acknowledges that by representing that the goods were made in Australia, it may have breached the
Act. Careline has ceased engaging in this conduct.

(8) Following its investigation of this matter, the ACCC has reached the view that Careline's conduct may
contravene the following sections of the Act:

(i) section 52, which prohibits misleading or deceptive conduct or conduct that is likely to mislead
or deceive;

(ii) section 53(a), which prohibits corporations from falsely representing, amongst other things that
goods are of a particular standard or quality;

(iii) section 53(eb), which prohibits the making of false or misleading representations concerning the
place of origin of goods; and

(iv) section 55, which prohibits conduct that is liable to mislead the public as to, amongst other
things, the characteristics of any goods.

(9) The ACCC is of the view that the tests in ss. 65AA to s.65AN will not be satisfied. The ACCC is of the view
that no defence to contraventions of sections 52, 53(a) and 53(eb) will be available to Careline.

Commencement

(10) This undertaking comes into effect when:

(i) the undertaking is executed by Careline; and

(ii) the ACCC accepts the Undertaking so executed.

(11) Upon the commencement of this Undertaking, Careline undertakes to assume the obligations set out in
paragraph 12.

Undertakings

(12) Careline hereby undertakes for the purposes of section 87B of the Act:

(i) that it will not, for a period of three years, in trade or commerce represent that the goods it
supplies are made in Australia unless it has first established, by conducting all necessary
enquiries and calculations, that the goods meet the defence test for country of origin claims set
out in section 65AB of the Act, namely that;

(a) the goods have been substantially transformed in Australia, as defined in section
65AE of the Act; and

(b) 50 percent or more of the cost of manufacturing the goods is attributable to
manufacturing processes that occurred in Australia.

(ii) that it will within three months of the acceptance of this undertaking:

(a) use its best efforts to cause to be removed from all goods it currently has in stock
any representations that make reference to the Australian origin of the goods
unless goods meet the test for country of origin claims;

(b) use its best efforts to advise resellers and purchasers of any incorrectly labelled
products remaining in stock that the goods are not made in Australia;

(c) conduct a review of its advertising, and promotional material to ensure that any
representations made in such material comply with the Act;
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cause to be published in simplified Mandarin, in an appropriate Chinese language
publication to be agreed with the ACCC, an article about country of origin claims
on complementary medicine products in the terms attached as Annexure A.

provide a written report to the ACCC detailing the actions carried out (including
results) by Careline in order to achieve (a), (b), (c) and (d).

Trade Practices Compliance Program

(iii) that it will, at its own expense and within three months of the acceptance of this undertaking:

(a) cause its directors to undertake trade practices education and training by
completing a course designed to ensure the directors are aware of their
responsibilities and obligations relating to Part V of the Act, especially in relation
to Division IAA, such training to be provided by a suitably qualified compliance
professional with experience in trade practices law; and

(b) within one week of the directors attendance at the course, notify the ACCC in
writing of completion of the said course.

Acknowledgments

(13) Careline acknowledges that the ACCC will make this undertaking available for public inspection.

(14) Careline further acknowledges that the ACCC will from time to time publicly refer to this undertaking.

(15) Careline further acknowledges that this undertaking in no way derogates from the rights and remedies
available to any other person arising from the alleged conduct.

Executed by Careline Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 089 177 480) pursuant to section 127(1) of the Corporations Act
2001:

Secretary/Director

This	 E) day of il' L/	 2007

ACCEPTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND CONSUMER

COMMISSION PURSUANT TO SECTION 87B OF THE TRADE

PRACTICES ACT 1974.

Graeme Julian Samuel

Chairperson

This	 day of ,f	 2007
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`ANNEXURE A'

Misleading "Made in Australia" Claims

By Careline Group Australia Pty Ltd

Careline Group Australia Pty Ltd has recently made a number of 'Made in Australia'
claims for products that were not made in Australia. We apologise to our consumers.

Between January 2003 and August 2006, Careline imported batches of Squalene,
Propolis, Royal Jelly and Omega 3 into Australia from New Zealand and represented
that these products were 'Made in Australia'. The manufacturer in New Zealand
complied with the Australian Code of Good Manufacturing Practice. These products
were not made in Australia and the product labels and associated marketing material
was misleading and likely to deceive. During this period, Careline also sold a number
of batches of these products that were made in Australia and were correctly labelled.
In response to an investigation by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (the ACCC) Careline has provided a court enforceable undertaking to
remove incorrectly labelled products and amend associated marketing material.

The ACCC is responsible for ensuring compliance with the Trade Practices Act and
has recently concluded an investigation into the labelling of a range of complementary
medicine products.

The Trade Practices Act prohibits businesses from engaging in conduct that is
misleading or deceptive to consumers. The Act also prohibits businesses making false
or misleading representations about the place of origin of products. To claim that
products are "Made in Australia" those products must have been substantially
transformed in Australia or 50 per cent or more of the costs of production must have
been carried out in Australia.

In terms of complementary medicine products, the ACCC considers that if the goods
are brought into Australia in a tablet form and no further processing takes place, apart
from packaging, then those products cannot be claimed to be 'Made in Australia'.

Careline imported from New Zealand Squalene, Propolis, Royal Jelly and Omega 3
into Australia in a tablet or capsule form and labelled and marketed those products as
made in Australia. The ACCC believes this conduct is likely to breach the Trade
Practices Act.

To address the ACCC's concerns, and to ensure that it does not happen again,
Careline has entered into a court enforceable undertaking with the ACCC. Careline
has undertaken to not represent products are made in Australia, unless those products
satisfy the criteria set out in the Trade Practices Act. Careline has also undertaken to
complete a trade practice compliance program to ensure that in future all marketing
claims comply with the Trade Practices Act.

By sharing our experience with the ACCC to consumers, we hope to raise consumers'
awareness of country of origin claims in the complementary medicines industry.

For further information on country of origin claims (including a simplified Chinese
translation) please visit the ACCC website at www.accc.gov.au.
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